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"Deal!" Bo Xiao said as it was not his concern whether both sisters ended up together
or not. Honestly, he would be better off if he got rid of both of them.
In the Underworld world, words were very important as everyone was a man of their
world. They wouldn't rely on a contract as there was no court in the world that would
bring justice for them. If the other party moved back from their words then you had to
take justice for yourself.
So both Bo Xiao and Liu Juan had made a deal, they both trusted that the other party
would fulfill their promises based on their verbal deal.
Bo Xiao didn't stand there anymore as he got what he wanted. Now, he had to fulfill
the part of the deal from his side.
The next morning, everyone was happy that Liu Juan had woken up except two people
as there was no need to mention who these people were.
Liu Ruolan was unhappy but she didn't accept the defeat that Liu Juan would continue
to be here. She went to Bo Xiao's to let him choose the plan which she had strategized
during the last month.
Astonishingly to her, Bo Xiao showed her the way towards the door without listening
to her plans.
"Get Out!" Bo Xiao coldly said.
"But, you haven't heard any of my plans. You can't let her stay here. She will become a
hindrance to our way for the position if we don't remove her now." Liu Ruolan tried to
convenience him, this time she wouldn't go back at any cost!

"Our Way? Since when did I let you be in my team?"

Liu Ruolan frowned hearing his nonchalant way towards her concern for him. She had
been here for so many years and she always tried to share the burden on his shoulders
to show him her gratitude towards him saving her life and giving her such a wonderful

life which was far better than her life in the orphanage where she had to take care of
herself and that hoax Liu Juan for whom, she had done many things and in return, Liu
Juan had run away by leaving her to die in the hands of Mr. Jin and lived a good life
with their boss.
If Bo Xiao didn't come at the right time, then Liu Ruolan didn't even dare to imagine
what kind of life she would have.
Moreover, being here with Bo Xiao, Liu Ruolan started liking him and now she loved
him even though his attitude was cold to her. She got used to it. He was like this with
everyone so she wasn't anything special in those regards.
"I am always with you, always on your side and I will also never leave."
Bo Xiao sneered "Well...I won't believe in the future. So it would be better that you
take care of yourself and I will take care of myself."
"But…"
"Get lost now!" Bo Xiao said with the cold glare as if she didn't leave now then she
would have faced his wrath.
Fortunately for Liu Ruolan that she understood his intention and left his room dismally.
However, soon enough, she got another blow when she heard that Bo Xiao went to
meet Liu Juan, where he had not only gone there, but also he spent more than one hour
with Lu Juan.
Liu Ruolan still remembered how Bo Xiao had shown her the way out of the door in a
matter of five minutes and here, he went to spend one hour with Liu Juan and
moreover, he personally went there to meet Liu Juan.
Liu Ruolan felt that her chest was filled with so much anger that she could not breathe
normally. After Bo Xiao had left the ICU room, Liu Ruolan decided to go and
interrogate Liu Juan. However, the butler didn't allow her by saying to her that Liu
Juan needed to be resting. Liu Ruolan was very furious because of this.
Of course, the butler was doing this because he was commanded by his boss. The
butler didn't like Liu Ruolan as she did nothing all day except wasting her precious
time. Moreover, the butler also got to know that Liu Ruolan was pretending to be Liu
Juan and was lying to them. He was so furious because of this as she made a fool out
of all of them. He thought that Bo Xiao or his boss would make an order to kill her,
but both of them didn't and let Liu Ruolan live here like she used to. So he didn't show
her any respect and rudely dismissed her from entering the ICU.

Whereas, the man was waiting for the right time for when Liu Ruolan would lose her
mind and show her true colors to Liu Juan. Only then would his efforts of stopping Liu
Ruolan would be fulfilled by having a fight between the sisters which would be the
source of entertainment to him.
Two months passed in the blink of an eye, where Liu Juan was recovering back to her
original health. Whereas Bo Xiao and Liu Juan met every day, sometimes, they would
have lunch or dinner together and spend time together.
Spent time together???
Well, this was what everyone thought, but in reality, they were planning for their next
step towards fulfilling their deal and what was more, that everyone included, Liu
Ruolan also.
Only she knew how she was surviving her days.
She didn't leave any chance to stop Bo Xiao from meeting with Liu Juan by trailing Bo
Xiao all day. As she was feeling insecure that Bo Xiao would fall into her younger
sister's trap or both, Bo Xiao and Liu Juan would become one team while they left her
alone. Obviously, she wasn't strong like Liu Juan and she had no use for anyone. In
fact, she knew that she was a burden of whom anyone wanted to rid off.

